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Structure of the Tetrahymena Ribozyme:
Base Triple Sandwich and Metal Ion
at the Active Site

precursor (i) first binds an exogenous guanosine (ii),
which then attacks the 5� splice site and becomes cova-
lently attached to the 5� end of the intron (iii). Subse-
quently, the ribozyme undergoes a conformational
change, during which the 3�-terminal guanosine (�G)
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binds in the G-site. This results in the positioning of the
3� splice site for nucleophilic attack by the 3�-OH of the
5� exon (iv), accomplishing precise ligation of the exonsSummary
(v). Following the release of the ligated exons, a 5� region
of the intron can fold back into the active site and be-The Tetrahymena intron is an RNA catalyst, or ribo-
come a substrate for a third nucleophilic attack (vi), byzyme. As part of its self-splicing reaction, this ribozyme
�G. This produces a circularized intron (vii) and releasescatalyzes phosphoryl transfer between guanosine and
an RNA oligo with the exogenous G attached at thea substrate RNA strand. Here we report the refined
5� end.crystal structure of an active Tetrahymena ribozyme

Like a protein enzyme, the ribozyme needs to form ain the absence of its RNA substrate at 3.8 Å resolution.
highly specific three-dimensional structure to catalyzeThe 3�-terminal guanosine (�G), which serves as the
this series of precise reactions. Thus, structural biologyattacking group for RNA cleavage, forms a coplanar
has become a focus of the group I intron field. In 1996,base triple with the G264-C311 base pair, and this base
the crystal structure of a self-folded domain of the Tetra-triple is sandwiched by three other base triples. In
hymena ribozyme, called the P4-P6 domain, was deter-addition, a metal ion is present in the active site, con-
mined at 2.8 Å resolution (Cate et al., 1996). This struc-tacting or positioned close to the ribose of the �G and
ture demonstrated how a large RNA structure is closelyfive phosphates. All of these phosphates have been
packed, but did not include the catalytic residues. Later,shown to be important for catalysis. Therefore, we
an engineered, active Tetrahymena ribozyme (namedprovide a picture of how the ribozyme active site posi-
Tet3-9) was crystallized and its structure was solved attions both a catalytic metal ion and the nucleophilic
5.0 Å resolution (Golden et al., 1998). This model indi-guanosine for catalysis prior to binding its RNA sub-
cated that the ribozyme active site is largely preorga-strate.
nized for catalysis even in the absence of the RNA sub-
strate. However, due to the limitation of the resolution,

Introduction the structure was not refined against the diffraction data
and many molecular details could not be determined.

The Tetrahymena preribosomal RNA intron, which un- Very recently, the crystal structure of a group I intron
dergoes self-splicing in the absence of any proteins from the pretransfer RNA of the bacterium Azoarcus with
(Kruger et al., 1982), was the first example of a ribozyme. both exons bound was determined at 3.1 Å resolution
It was soon recognized to be a member of the group I (Adams et al., 2004). In this work, Strobel and colleagues
intron family (Davies et al., 1982; Michel and Dujon, demonstrated how the active site of the ribozyme is
1983), more than 1500 examples of which are now organized at state iv in the self-splicing pathway. Given
known (Cannone et al., 2002). Many other classes of RNA the multiple states shown in Figure 1, clearly a number
catalysts have now been found from natural sources or of crystal structures will be required to make a molecular
from in vitro selection experiments, including the protein movie of the complete RNA splicing reaction.
synthesis machinery (the ribosome) and presumably the We have been using in vitro selection to identify ther-
pre-mRNA splicing machinery (the spliceosome) (Doudna mostable variants of RNAs, with the hope that they
and Cech, 2002; Guerrier-Takada et al., 1983; Joyce, 2004; would form more organized crystal lattices and have
Nissen et al., 2000; Valadkhan and Manley, 2001). These improved diffraction limits. In one case, selection identi-
ribozymes use various strategies for catalysis. For ex- fied a single-base deletion of the P4-P6 domain (Juneau
ample, the hairpin ribozyme employs several nucleo- and Cech, 1999) that improved the diffraction limit of
bases for transition state stabilization (Rupert et al., the crystals from 2.8 to 2.25 Å resolution (Juneau et al.,
2002). In contrast, the Tetrahymena ribozyme has been 2001). Subsequently, selection of a library of mutant
proposed to use metal ions to activate the nucleophile Tetrahymena ribozymes for both thermostability and ac-
and otherwise stabilize the transition state (Piccirilli et tivity identified nine mutations that increased the stabil-
al., 1993; Shan et al., 1999a). ity by 10.5�C and retained catalytic function at elevated

The Tetrahymena ribozyme has been a paradigm for temperatures (Guo and Cech, 2002).
Here we introduce these stabilizing mutations into thethe study of RNA catalysis. Extensive biochemical and

ribozyme crystallized earlier (five of the nine mutatedgenetic studies have elucidated the basic catalytic
sites are present in the construct of Golden et al. [1998]);mechanism (Figure 1). The intron portion of the RNA
the new ribozyme (named Tet3-9-R14C) cleaves an RNA
substrate in trans using its �G (Figure 1, viii–x). The*Correspondence: thomas.cech@colorado.edu
variant ribozyme not only still crystallizes but also has1Present address: Department of Biological Chemistry, University
a substantially improved diffraction limit. We describeof California, Los Angeles School of Medicine, Box 951737, Los

Angeles, California 90095. the crystal structure of this active Tetrahymena ribo-
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Figure 1. The Group I Intron Splicing Mechanism and Its Related Enzymatic Activity

Self-splicing begins with the binding of an exogenous molecule of guanosine or one of its 5�-phosphorylated derivatives (GOH, where the
subscript represents the free 3�-OH group). The G-site is located in paired region P7 of all group I introns. The reaction proceeds through
three chemical steps with release of a short oligo with the exogenous G linked at its 5� end (Chem.3). Wavy lines represent the 5� and 3�

exons and thick lines stand for the intron. Watson-Crick and G:U wobble base pairs are indicated by thin bars and dots, respectively. The
enzymatic form of the ribozyme (viii) closely resembles form vi, which is the product of the exon ligation step of splicing and the precursor
for intron circularization. The crystallized ribozyme (x) is the enzymatic form in the absence of its substrate. The cleavage activity (from viii
to ix) of this ribozyme under crystallization conditions is shown in the insert. The substrate (S) includes nucleotides in the paired regions 1,
2, and 2.1. The cleavage product (P) terminates at the 5� splice site. M is a synthetic marker chemically identical to the product.

zyme in the absence of its RNA substrate at 3.8 Å resolu- from several single anomalous dispersion (SAD) data
sets on Eu, Dy, and iridium hexammine (Ir) derivativestion. The improved resolution allows the elucidation of

the active site configuration prior to the association of and a multiwavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD)
data set on an Ir derivative (Table 1). After large partsthe substrate. The �G is bound in the G-site in one

of four layers of base triples. A catalytic magnesium ion of the P4-P6 domains were traced, the model phases
greatly improved the quality of the electron density. Theis proposed to bind in the active site, based on a heavy

atom soak experiment. This work provides a refined final structure contains four independent ribozyme mol-
ecules with 968 out of 988 residues ordered.crystal structure of an active Tetrahymena ribozyme.

At 3.8 Å resolution, the phosphate positions are nor-
mally well determined (Figure 2). The base positions areResults
clearly visible in the electron density in some regions,
but are continuous with neighboring bases in others.Crystallization and Structure Determination
Assuming A-form structures, the residues in helical re-Introduction of the five stabilizing mutations into Tet3-9
gions are better determined than those in single strands.improved the diffraction of the ribozyme crystals to 3.8 Å

resolution. The improvement in diffraction critically de-
pended on soaking the ribozyme crystals in stabilizer Overall Structure

The four independent monomeric structures corre-solutions containing 15% ethanol. During this process,
the space group of the crystals changed from P42212 to sponding to the four molecules in the asymmetric unit

have most of their structural features in common (FigureP41212, and the cell constant along the c axis increased
from around 200 to 304 Å (see Experimental Procedures 3; see Supplemental Table S1 at http://www.molecule.

org/cgi/content/full/16/3/351/DC1/). For example, the Afor details).
The crystals were not isomorphous with each other and B molecules have an rms deviation of 1.4 Å for all

the residues that are ordered in both structures (242 outand decayed severely during data collection at synchro-
tron X-ray sources. Thus, about 120 data sets were of a total of 247 nt). The P4-P6 domains and the P3 and

P7 helices are the most superimposable regions, withcollected in the course of the project. The structure was
finally solved by combining phase information derived rms deviations ranging from 1.1 to 2.0 Å between the
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Table 1. Summary of Crystallographic Analysis

Data Collection Statisticsa

Native Eu Ir-1 Dy-1 Dy-2 Dy-3 Ir-2 Ir-3 Ir-4

Resolution 3.8 Å 6.0 Å 5.5 Å 5.2 Å 6.2 Å 6.2 Å 5.5 Å 5.5 Å 5.5 Å
Wavelength 1.0332Å 1.7758Å 1.1052 Å 1.5906 Å 1.5912 Å 1.5514 Å 1.1056 Å 1.1053 Å 1.0862Å
Rmerge 8.8% 7.9% 7.8% 9.2% 8.7% 8.1% 8.8% 8.6% 8.6%

(27.2%) (47.3%) (42.2%) (70.5%) (75.3%) (64.5%) (50.7%) (44.1%) (42.3%)
Completeness 93.9% 96.4% 93.0% 94.4% 96.4% 96.2% 92.5% 88.0% 87.6%

(76.8%) (94.0%) (91.1%) (90.9%) (93.5%) (92.8%) (90.1%) (78.1%) (81.1%)
I/� 24.0 18.4 17.8 12.2 12.9 13.7 14.4 13.6 13.7

(3.6) (3.3) (3.0) (1.8) (1.7) (2.1) (2.0) (1.9) (1.9)
Redundancy 4.8 4.3 3.3 3.0 3.1 3.1 2.8 2.5 2.5

(1.8) (4.0) (3.0) (2.7) (2.8) (2.8) (2.0) (1.3) (1.4)

Phasing Statistics

Method SAD SAD SAD SAD SIR (Dy-2/Dy-3) MAD (Ir-2,3,4)
Resolution 6.0 Å 5.5 Å 5.2 Å 6.4 Å 8.0 Å 5.5 Å
Number of sites 39b 28b 28 28 28 17
Phasing power 2.0 1.4 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.2
Figure of merit 0.32 0.22 0.29 0.23 0.35 0.43

Phase
combination Eu/Ir-1 Dy-1,2,3/Ir-2,3,4

Resolution 5.5 Å 5.2 Å
Figure of merit 0.32 0.45

Refinement Results

Resolution 20–3.8 Å (3.97–3.80 Å)
Rwork 0.263 (0.345)
Rfree 0.320 (0.391)
No. of 43,972

Reflections

Bond Lengths Bond Angles

Rmsd 0.008 Å 1.4�

a Each statistical value in parentheses was obtained from the highest resolution shell of the corresponding data set.
b The heavy atom sites of Eu and Ir-1 include weak ones that were identified using model phases.

four molecules. The conclusions described in this work model and the previous Tet3-9 model originate from
the P3-P9 domain regions as indicated by a differenceare true for at least three molecules unless otherwise

stated. Large differences between the four structures distance matrix plot analysis (Richards and Kundrot,
1988) (Supplemental Figure S1B). For example, residuesappear to be localized to specific peripheral regions,

such as the P9 and P8 helices (Figure 3C; Supplemental 261–275 in the P7 and P3 regions appear to follow the
same path in their superposition, but differ in registerFigure S1A). In particular, P9 and neighboring regions

of molecule C are located far from the equivalent regions by 1–2 residues. The difference may be an indication of
the limitation of the low-resolution model. Alternatively,in the other three molecules; this occurs because the

interaction between L9 and the P5 and J5/5a regions the five mutations introduced into Tet3-9-R14C and the
different crystalline environments may contribute to theseen in the other three molecules is disrupted by a crys-

tal contact. differences.
Our higher resolution ribozyme structure confirms the

overall architecture of the previous 5 Å resolution model New Views of Tertiary Interactions
The higher resolution structure provides detailed views(Golden et al., 1998). The P4-P6 domain forms a hairpin-

like structure, consisting of two pseudocontinuous heli- of tertiary interactions involving P6. The A104 residue
uses its minor groove surface and the 2�-OH of the ribosecal regions connected by a sharp bend. This part of the

structure is similar to the crystal structure of the isolated to contact the ribose of C217; the structure here is similar
to the type II A-minor interaction (Doherty et al., 2001),domain (Cate et al., 1996), with some differences in the

loop regions between P6 and P6a (discussed below). even though C217 is not involved in a classic Watson-
Crick base pair. The A105 residue uses its minor grooveThe P3 and P8 helices are coaxially stacked. The three

nucleotides in the joint region between P7 and P3 (J7/3) side of the base and ribose to contact the entire minor
groove surface of the C216-G257 pair in P6, forming aintroduce a bend between these neighboring helices.

P9 is oriented 90� from P7. The P3-P9 domain wraps type I base triple interaction (Figure 3D). Together, these
two interactions constitute a consecutive type I/II motifaround the P4-P6 domain through extensive interdo-

main interactions to form the active site of the ribozyme (Doherty et al., 2001). The U106 residue interacts with
the U258 ribose directly using its ribose moiety, and(Figure 3B).

The largest differences between the new Tet3-9-R14C likely with direct or water-mediated hydrogen bonds
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Figure 2. Stereoview Showing a Portion of the 2Fo � Fc Composite Omit Map

Electron density is contoured at 1.0 � cutoff.

involving the U106 base. Overall, this J3/4 region ap- Michel et al. provided evidence that the exogenous gua-
nosine forms a major-groove base triple with the G264-pears to form a “triple-helical scaffold” with P6 as pre-

dicted by Michel et al. (Michel et al., 1990a; Michel and C311 pair (Michel et al., 1989). Subsequently, Been and
Perrotta found that the 3�-terminal G is bound in theWesthof, 1990), although the position and orientation of

the J3/4 residues are quite different. The native confor- same site (Been and Perrotta, 1991). The hydrogen
bonding interactions proposed in these studies are themation of this region was not visible in the isolated P4-

P6 structure (Cate et al., 1996), because of a crystal same as what we observe in the crystal structure.
The �G·G264-C311 triple is sandwiched by three othercontact and interactions with two unnatural guanosines

added to facilitate transcription. layers of base triples. Above the �G-triple in Figure 4A,
C262 pairs with G312 as expected from the phylogeneti-The symmetric internal loop between P6 and P6a now

adopts a conformation different from the isolated P4- cally derived secondary structure. However, A263, which
is depicted as a bulged residue in secondary structureP6 domain structure and also different from the 5 Å Tet3-9

model. The bases of C217 and C255 form a single hydro- diagrams, forms two hydrogen bonds to the minor
groove side of G312 (Figures 4B and 4D); this featuregen bond base pair, leaving a bulged adenosine residue

at each end. The bulged A218 interacts with C102-G272 was predicted in the Axial III model of Yarus et al. (Yarus
et al., 1991). The base of C262 is located right abovethrough a type II A-minor base triple. The base of A256

contacts the backbones of G272 and U273. Both of the purine ring of �G, presumably stabilizing its binding
by base stacking. Below the �G-triple, the A261 basethese contribute to connecting the two major domains

of the ribozyme (magenta lines in Figure 3A), a previously contacts the major groove of the A265-U310 pair (Figure
4E). In a further layer, the Hoogsteen surface of the A306unrecognized function.

The L9 loop is involved in an interdomain interaction base is close enough to the major groove of the C266-
G309 pair that another base triple is possible. The lastwith the P5 and J5/5a regions. The A324 base in L9 stacks

with the A125 base in the J5/5a region. The A325 residue base triple is also supported by phylogenetic data (Mi-
chel and Westhof, 1990). The backbone connectingforms a type II A-minor interaction with G119-U202.
A261 and C262 adopts an extended conformation to
span two steps of the P7 helix.Guanosine Bound in a Triple-Helical Sandwich

The P9.0 helix has been proposed to aid in 3�-spliceThe 3�-terminal guanosine of the ribozyme binds simi-
site recognition (Burke et al., 1990; Michel et al., 1990b).larly to the P7 G binding site in all four molecules. The
Only the C413-G313 base pair of P9.0 helix is observedG binding site is composed of four layers of base triples

(Figure 4 and Supplemental Figure S2). In an early study, in the Tet3-9-R14C structure. This pair may contribute
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to guanosine binding by anchoring the strand close to Their list includes all five phosphates that are close to
the active site in our structure, providing biochemicalthe G binding pocket and stacking onto the A263·C262-
support for our proposal that they bind and position aG312 triple.
catalytic metal ion. Similarly, a lead-cleavage approach
identified this same region (A263 and U305, Tetrahy-A Metal Ion Bound at the Active Site
mena numbering) of a bacteriophage T4 group I intronMetal ions are not only required for the folding of the
as being involved in metal binding (Streicher et al., 1993).ribozyme but also play a direct role in catalysis (Draper,

The active sites of the four molecules were superim-2004; Fedor, 2002). It has been proposed based on metal
posed using the phosphorus atoms of residues 262,ion rescue experiments that three magnesium ions are
305, and 306 and the C1� atom of �G, with rms deviationspresent at the active site of the ribozyme, to activate the
ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 Å (Supplemental Figure S3). Thenucleophile, stabilize the leaving group, and otherwise
magnesium ions appear to associate with the ribozymestabilize the transition state (Piccirilli et al., 1993; Shan
in an elongated region between the phosphates of C262et al., 1999a; Sjogren et al., 1997; Sontheimer et al., 1997;
and U305. Consistent with this observation, in someWeinstein et al., 1997). Structural knowledge of magne-
molecules the anomalous density is slightly elongatedsium binding sites should greatly improve our under-
between the phosphates of C262 and U305 (Figure 6A).standing of this unique class of catalysts.
Since the space is too tight to fit in two magnesiumAlthough our structure’s resolution is not sufficient
ions, we think that one metal ion might have two or morefor identification of magnesium ions, the Eu and Ir bind-
slightly different locations along this short path.ing sites on the ribozyme provide evidence of their loca-

tion. Previous high-resolution structural studies of the
DiscussionP4-P6 domain have established the correlation between

lanthanide binding sites and magnesium binding sites
The Tetrahymena ribozyme provided the first examplewith inner sphere coordination. Hexammine compounds
of a folded RNA molecule binding a small molecule (gua-are well established to mimic hexahydrated magnesium
nosine) with high affinity and specificity (Bass and Cech,ion in association with large RNA molecules (Cate and
1984). The key element of the G binding site was identi-Doudna, 1996; Cate et al., 1999), although they do not
fied by Michel et al. (1989): a G-C base pair in helix P7,always bind identically (Juneau et al., 2001).
conserved among all 1500 group I introns, formed aModel-phased anomalous Fourier difference maps
base triple with the guanosine ligand. Yet the story waswere used to establish the final heavy atom models.
clearly incomplete, because about half the base pairsThere are 22 strong Eu sites (a lanthanide element) and
in any RNA helix are G-C pairs; they cannot all be high-16 strong Ir sites (Figure 5). These heavy metal ion sites
affinity G binding sites! The ribozyme crystal structureare assumed to be magnesium ions in the final native
presented here now solves the mystery of why the onestructural model (E1–E22 for Eu sites, F1–F16 for Ir sites).
G-C base pair in P7 is so special: it is surrounded byAlthough the presence of magnesium ions at these sites
an elaborate array of three additional, adjacent baseis not verified in the present work, some of them are
triples formed by the RNA structure, providing a platform

well established in the P4-P6 domain studies (Cate et
for G binding. Given the importance of base stacking in

al., 1996; Juneau et al., 2001). The inclusion of the metal
nucleic acid stability, having the guanosine “sand-

ions in the crystallographic refinement only reduces the wiched” in this manner presumably accounts for much
R factors modestly (0.0037 for the free R factor and of the binding affinity, while the Michel base triple pro-
0.0028 for the working R factor). vides specificity.

In each molecule, there is a magnesium ion (E17, E16, On another front, the finding that group I introns use
E7, and E22 for molecules A, B, C and D, respectively) divalent cations (Mg2� or Mn2�) for catalysis led to the
in close contact with at least one of the two ribose question of how these metal ions are held into place.
hydroxyl groups of �G (Supplemental Table S2). The Protein enzymes that catalyze similar nucleotidyl- or
3�-OH of �G is the attacking nucleophile in the cleavage phosphoryl-transfer reactions, such as DNA polymer-
reaction (Figure 1, viii). The 2�-OH of �G also makes a ases, 3�-5� exonuclease, and alkaline phosphatase,
critical contribution to catalysis (Bass and Cech, 1986), mainly use acidic amino acid side chains (Asp and Glu)
due to lowering the pKa of the adjacent 3�-OH and posi- to position two catalytic metals (Steitz, 1999). The active
tioning the nucleophile for attack (Shan and Herschlag, site metal ion in the ribozyme crystal structure presented
1999; Shan et al., 1999b). Both functional groups are here appears to be coordinated to three separate phos-
known to coordinate catalytic magnesium ions (Sjogren phate groups, brought together by the RNA tertiary
et al., 1997; Sontheimer et al., 1997; Weinstein et al., 1997). structure. Similar to a protein metalloenzyme, this metal

These catalytic magnesium ions are within direct con- is bound to the ribozyme even in the absence of sub-
tact distance to the phosphates of residues C262, U305, strate. Another catalytic metal ion (MA) is proposed to
and A306 (Figure 6A and Supplemental Table S2). The bind to a phosphoryl oxygen of the RNA substrate (Shan
phosphates of A207 and C208 face the active site and et al., 1999a), so it is reasonable that it would not be
are about 4–7 Å away from the magnesium sites. These present in the substrate-free form of the ribozyme crys-
are likely the major functional groups the ribozyme uses tallized here.
to chelate the catalytic metal ions. In an early study,
phosphorothioate substitution-interference identified Similar Catalytic Core Structure and G-Site
13 phosphate positions that are important to the guano- in Tetrahymena and Azoarcus Structures
sine addition step (Figure 1, ii–iii) in the Tetrahymena The G binding site of the Tetrahymena ribozyme has a

structure similar to that of the Azoarcus group I intronintron self-splicing reaction (Christian and Yarus, 1993).
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Figure 3. Structure of the Tetrahymena Ribozyme

(A) The secondary structure of the crystallized ribozyme. The P4-P6 and P3-P9 domains are indicated by blue and green backgrounds,
respectively. The G binding site in base-paired region 7 (P7) is highlighted by a red background and 3�-terminal �G in gold. The positions of
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Figure 4. Structure of the Guanosine Bind-
ing Site

(A) Three-dimensional structure of the G-site
in molecule B. The 3�-terminal �G residue,
which is the active site nucleophile, forms a
coplanar base triple with the base pair G264-
C311; this triple is sandwiched by three other
triples colored as red, blue, and magenta, re-
spectively.
(B) G-site secondary structure deduced from
the crystal structure, using the same color
scheme as in (A). Base triple interactions are
shown as dashed lines.
(C) The base triple interactions between the
�G residue and the G264-C311 base pair.
(D) The base triple of A263, C262, and G312
above the �G.
(E) The base triple of A261, A265, and U310
below the �G.

in the presence of both exons (Adams et al., 2004). The mational differences related to their reaction stages. The
active sites of the Tetrahymena and Azoarcus ribozymesC1� atoms of the G-site residues from the two structures

can be superimposed with an rms deviation of about can be superimposed well using the C1� atom of �G
and the phosphorus atoms of residues 262 and 3060.6 Å. Thus, the 3�-terminal G-OH (this structure) is

bound the same as the 3�-splice site G, which has a (Tetrahymena numbering used throughout the text), with
rms deviations of about 0.8 Å (Supplemental Figure3�-phosphodiester bond (Azoarcus structure). Further-

more, the G binding site is structurally well organized S3B). However, in the Azoarcus structure, the phos-
phates of 207 and 208 are closer to the �G and thein the absence of the bound RNA substrate (this struc-

ture) as in its presence (Azoarcus structure). This feature catalytic metal ions; the phosphate of 208 occupies the
position of that of 305 in the Tetrahymena structure.of the group I intron structures is consistent with the

very modest thermodynamic coupling between the gua- Although the base of 305 occupies a similar position in
both structures, its ribose in Azoarcus is rotated alongnosine and RNA substrate binding (Bevilacqua et al.,

1993; McConnell et al., 1993). the glycoside bond to move the 305 phosphate far from
the active site. Instead, the phosphate of 304 makes aThe core structures of the Tetrahymena and Azoarcus

ribozymes are also quite similar to each other, despite contact with a metal ion. These conformational differ-
ences can originate from either the presence of the sub-the fact that they represent different structural sub-

groups of group I introns (1C1 and 1C3, respectively) strate or the different cleavage/ligation states of the two
structures (the different linkages between �G and theand capture different catalytic stages. The C1� atoms

in the P3, P4, P6, and P7 regions can be superimposed 3�-exon). Since both regions (207, 208 and 304, 305)
interact with the substrate in the Azoarcus structure,with an rms deviation of 1.3 Å (the B molecule of Tet3-

9-R14C was used). This observation argues that the the former possibility seems more likely.
catalytic core structure of group I introns may not un-
dergo dramatic conformational rearrangements through Implications of the Prebound Metal

Ion for Catalysissteps iv–vi of self-splicing (Figure 1).
Biochemical studies have suggested three distinct mag-
nesium ions (termed MA, MB, and MC) directly involvedPotential Conformational Changes

upon Substrate Binding in group I intron catalysis (Shan et al., 1999a). In the
transition state of the cleavage reaction by �G, MA coor-The relatively high sequence conservation (39 of 56 nt

identical in the core) and the similar core structures dinates to 3�-OH of U�1 (stabilizes the leaving group)
and to the pro-Sp nonbridging oxygen of the scissilebetween the Tetrahymena and Azoarcus ribozymes

allow us to compare the two structures to infer confor- phosphate (stabilizes the trigonal bipyramidal transition

the five stabilizing mutations are circled. The residues mutated to facilitate crystallization (Golden et al., 1998) are bracketed. Magenta lines
represent interdomain interactions that are observed in at least three of the molecules in the asymmetric unit.
(B) RIBBONS diagram of the crystal structure of the ribozyme B molecule, with the same color scheme as in (A).
(C) Stereo C1� traces of the four independent molecules in the crystal, superimposed with each other. Molecules A, B, C, and D are in red,
black, green, and blue, respectively.
(D) A base triple interaction between the J3/4 (green) and P6 (blue) regions in molecule B. The secondary structure where this triple (highlighted
by an oval) resides is shown on the left.
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Figure 5. Stereo Representation of the Eu and Ir Sites in the Ribozyme

The model-phased anomalous Fourier’s (Eu as cyan and Ir as magenta) are contoured at 6 � cutoff. All four ribozyme molecules have similar
Eu and Ir binding sites. The B molecule is shown in the figure. The �G is drawn as gold and the G binding site as red. These heavy atom
sites are assumed to be magnesium ions in the final refined native structure, with slight modifications to compensate for the nonisomorphism
between crystals and to optimize the local coordination geometry.

state geometry) (Piccirilli et al., 1993; Yoshida et al., mena structure occupies positions between M1 and M2

of the Azoarcus structure.1999); MB coordinates to the 3�-OH of �G (activates the
nucleophile) (Sontheimer et al., 1997; Weinstein et al., We now have three-dimensional structural informa-

tion for two subclasses of group I introns and for only1997); and MC coordinates to the 2�-OH of �G and the
pro-Sp nonbridging oxygen (stabilizes the transition two of the multiple steps along the self-splicing path-

way. Clearly the structural biology of these RNA cata-state geometry) (Sjogren et al., 1997).
Which catalytic metal ion corresponds to the ob- lysts will become even more interesting as the missing

gaps are filled. Ultimately one would like to see a molec-served active site ion? Based on its contact with the 3�-
and 2�-OH of �G, the observed magnesium ion can be ular movie of the entire series of reactions and to under-

stand how group I introns with different secondary struc-either MB or MC. Furthermore, comparison with the
Azoarcus structure suggests that it is MC. Two metal tures manage to accomplish the same splicing reaction.
ions (M1 and M2) are observed in the Azoarcus ribozyme

Experimental Proceduresstructure (Adams et al., 2004). M1, which is a magnesium
ion, interacts with the phosphates of 208, 304, and 306,

Cleavage Assaysand the 3�-OH of the 5�-exon, as well as the pro-Sp
The substrate used in the cleavage assays included residues �6 to

oxygen of the scissile phosphate. This metal ion is analo- 103 of the Tetrahymena ribosomal RNA precursor and was 5� end
gous to MA in the biochemical model. M2, which is a labeled with 32P. The procedure used in the assays was essentially
potassium ion, coordinates to the phosphates of 207, the same as reported previously (Golden et al., 1997), except the

reaction temperature was increased to 50�C and the reaction solu-262, and 306 and the 2�-OH of 261. M2 is thought to be
tion was exactly the same as the crystallization condition.equivalent to MC because of its proximity to the assumed

2�-OH of �G in the Azoarcus structure. According to
RNA In Vitro Transcription and Purificationtheir coordinating partners, also taken into account the
The transcription template for Tet3-9-R14C RNA was cloned fromconformation differences described above, the divalent
the in vitro selected Tetrahymena L-21 R14C ribozyme (Guo and

metal ion we observed is likely to be M2 (or MC) (Fig- Cech, 2002), using the procedure described previously (Golden et
ure 6B). al., 1997). The ribozyme was transcribed at 37�C by T7 RNA polymer-

On the other hand, the prebound magnesium ion in ase and purified using a denaturing tube gel electrophoresis system
(Bio-Rad 491 Prep Cell and Biologic LP chromatography system).the ribozyme, in the absence of its RNA substrate, does
The eluted RNA was then concentrated, buffer-exchanged to 10 mMnot have to specifically be either of the catalytic metals.
NaHEPES at pH 7.0, and stored at �20�C before crystallization.It is likely that, upon association with the substrate, the

active site of the ribozyme undergoes conformational
Crystallization and Data Collectionchanges, which can in turn move this metal ion into its
The ribozyme solution used in crystallization contained 10 mg/ml

functional position for catalysis (Figure 6B) and presum- RNA, 5 mM NaHEPES (pH 7.0), 10 mM NaCl, and 25 mM MgCl2.
ably bring in two additional catalytic metal ions. Consis- For renaturation, 0.9 vol of solution containing 5.55 mM MgCl2 and

appropriate concentrations of RNA, buffer, and monovalent salt wastent with this view, the catalytic metal ion in the Tetrahy-
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Figure 6. A Metal Ion at the Active Site

(A) The active site structure in the B molecule. The magnesium ion deduced from a strong Eu site is shown as a blue ball. The Eu anomalous
electron density is contoured at 6 �. The oxygen atoms on the three phosphates close to the magnesium ion are indicated as red.
(B) Proposed catalytic role of the magnesium ion prebound at the active site. In the presence of the substrate (represented by the structure
of the cleavage site phosphate in the transition state in gray), the interaction between the metal ion and the 2�-OH of �G orients the 3�-OH
for nucleophilic attack (arrow). Dotted P…O bond, a bond half-broken in the transition state.

heated at 50�C for 5 min and allowed to cool in a heat block for 10 mM Na cacodylate (pH 6.0) and 19%–23% MPD. The crystallization
was not very reproducible and crystal morphology varied from batchmin at room temperature before adding 0.1 vol of 200 mM MgCl2

to adjust the final MgCl2 concentration to 25 mM. to batch. Crystals were transferred to a stabilization solution, con-
taining 50 mM K cacodylate (pH 6.0), 50 mM KCl, 50 mM MgCl2,The crystals were grown at 30�C in 4 days, using the standard

hanging drop vapor diffusion method. The hanging drops typically 25% MPD, 0.5 mM spermine, and 15% ethanol. The stabilization
was performed at 30�C for at least 30 min before the crystals werecontained 3 �l of annealed RNA mixed with 3 �l of 50 mM K cacodyl-

ate (pH 6.0), 19% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD), 50 mM KCl, 10 either frozen in liquid nitrogen or transferred to heavy atom soak so-
lution.mM MgCl2, and 0.5 mM spermine. Each well contained 1 ml of 50
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Crystals grew in the same form as that in the 5 Å structure determi- s)/4) to the native amplitude. Bsharp values used in this work ranged
from �40 to �113 Å2. The P4-P6 domain regions were traced first,nation (the “old form”) (Golden et al., 1998), but underwent a lattice

reorganization during stabilization in the presence of 15% ethanol using the program “O” (Jones et al., 1991). The partial-model phases
resulted in greatly improved electron density maps that allowed theto a “new form.” Only the new form crystals diffracted to 3.8 Å

resolution. During the lattice reorganization, the crystals cracked tracing of the P3-P9 regions. The lower resolution Tet3-9 model was
not used in the modeling.along planes perpendicular to the c axis and some healed com-

pletely (survived) within 20 min. The crystal dimension along the c Refinements were carried out using the MLHL target function
(Adams et al., 1997) against truncated native amplitudes at 20–3.8 Åaxis also shrunk to about 3/4 of the original.

Native and derivative diffraction data were measured at the HHMI resolution and the combined experimental phase distributions (Eu/
Ir-1). Weak Eu and Ir sites were identified using model-phased8.2.1 and 8.2.2 beam lines at the Advanced Light Source (ALS)

and processed using either DENZO and SCALEPACK or HKL2000 anomalous difference Fourier. Further rounds of SAD-phase refine-
ment were carried out to generate a better experimental phase(Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). The requirement of lattice reorganiza-

tion for high-resolution diffraction imposed strong constraints on set. Refinement and model building were guided by crossvalidation
using a 7% randomly selected subset of the diffraction data. Wat-data collection and structure determination. First, only crystals with

cylindrical shapes and smaller than 200 �m survived the lattice son-Crick base pairing restraints were applied to the refinement.
The atomic B factors were refined by assigning one B per residue.reorganization. Only a small fraction of the surviving crystals were

of data collection quality. Thus, about 1000 crystals had to be pre- Bulk solvent correction (Jiang and Brunger, 1994) could not be suc-
cessfully applied to the refinement. The final model contained resi-pared for native and derivative data collection. Second, the small

crystal size and weak diffraction made it necessary to perform long dues 96–286 and 292–414 for molecules A and D; 96–414 for mole-
cule B; and 96–286, 292–406, and 412–414 for molecule C. Figuresexposures to obtain high-resolution data, even with brilliant syn-

chrotron X-ray beams. Crystals decayed during data collection and 2, 3C, and 3D were prepared using the program Molscript (Kraulis,
1991). Figures 3B, 4, 5, and 6A were generated with RIBBONS (Car-generally had a usable lifetime of 2000 s at these beam lines. As a

result, diffraction limit and data quality were in competition. Third, son, 1997). Supplemental Figure S1 was produced using the DDMP
program from the Center for Structural Biology at Yale University,crystals were generally not isomorphous to each other, even in the

absence of heavy atom soaks. Therefore, anomalous signals were New Haven, CT. The structure has been deposited in the Protein
Data Bank with access code 1X8W.used as the only indication of potential derivatives.
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